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This symposium is designed specifically for
the AE community. The purpose is to
present expert knowledge in the use of
and application of materials designed to
keep buildings weathertight and constructed
to withstand regional environmental
conditions. The speakers will cover a range
of topics designed to guide ‘professionals’
in their practice of their craft to ‘Avoid
Construction Disasters’.

h! ps://www.eventbrite.com/e/

2023-csi-sacramento-avoiding-construc"on

-disasters-symposium-"ckets-484618967377
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Rod Calkum

5:00PM- ------ Beer & Wine

2:00PM- 2:30PM ------ Break

Joe Piňon

John Guill
1:00PM- 2:00PM ------ Speaker #4

2:30PM- 3:30PM ------ Speaker #5

4:00PM- 5:00PM ------ Speaker #6

3:30PM- 4:00PM ------ Break

11:00AM- 12:00AM     ------ Speaker #3

7:00AM- 8:00AM ------ Registration

8:00AM- 9:00AM ------ Speaker #1

Phil Dregger

12:00AM- 1:00PM      ------ Lunch

9:00AM- 9:30AM ------ Break

Petersen Lambert

Jeff Chen
9:30AM- 10:30AM ------ Speaker #2

10:30AM- 11:00AM     ------ Break
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recommended Air Barrier Design Process, define Central
Layers and what an Air Barrier actually is. As well as
explain Why Air Barriers are important?

“Air Barriers &

the Secrets to

Their Success”

presentation is for you. We
will discuss the challenges in
creating an effective Air
Barrier, review the

If you are looking to learn
more about Air Barriers, this

Petersen Lambert is a Principal for Allana Buick & Bers
with almost 25 years of industry experience. He is
responsible for all projects in the Pacific Northwest and
leads our ABB Testing division.  Petersen has been with
ABB since 2001. Prior to opening the Seattle office, he
opened and managed the Los Angeles office. As a team
leader, he oversees project planning, production, and
team and client management for the region. His
experience includes investigation management, design,
bid support, construction administration and management.
Petersen is also the lead technical expert for the Seattle
office, providing quality control/quality assurance for our
clients. As an experienced presenter, Petersen provides



Resiliency, notthe same as Redundancy and howit often
takes several concurrent problems to cause a leak.  More
is not always better. The KISS principal, A simple path to
managing water and getting it out of a system quickly.
More is not always better, again. Adaptive, Working with
what the building gives you for a long term effective
solution.

“Curtain
Wall

Investigations”

focusing on four major
components of every system.
Continuity, How components
do or do not work together.

This presentation will outline
curtain wall investigations,

Jeff Chen serves as the President and Chief Operating
and Technical Officer of MCA. He has special expertise in
solving waterproofing problems in the building envelope,
including below-grade components, windows, plaza
decks, curtain walls, roof reconstruction and skylight
assemblies. Jeff's project experience includes buildings in
residential, public works, higher education, and



panels (IMP) do just that. The IMP,
as manufactured are perfectvapor barriers. Joints
between IMP and flashings to adjacent insulated roofs,
not so much; often relying on near perfect application of
literally miles of sealant. When exterior air, or rainT finds
a way in, it condenses on the first cold surface it contacts.
The condensed water accumulates until it drips inside or
forms ice.

“Cold Storage
Condensation
Challenges &
Cures”

transmission. Insulated metal

Roofs and walls of cold
storage buildings need to
provide good thermal
resistance and robust
resistance to water vapor

Phil Dregger is a Professional Engineer, Registered Roof
Consultant, Fellow of the International Institute of Building
Enclosure Consultants (formerly RCI), and Vice President
of Salas O'Brien in Concord, CA.  Phil has investigated
problems in a wide range of roof and building envelop
systems over the past 35 years.  He has special expertise
in wind damage, building codes, and condensation.  Phil
lectures often to industry groups, has authored many
articles on roof technology, and is a recipient of the ASTM
D08 William C Cullen Award and the IIBEC/RCI Lifetime
Achievement Award.

, with Salas O'Brien



of code-mandated test methods for materials fire
propagation properties and howthese factors affect
selection of products.recommended

“Tame the Flame”

“Learning How to
Navigate NFPA

285”

Building Code Requirements
for Fire Propagation of
Exterior Wall Assemblies, and
understand the requirements

Learn howto navigate NFPA
285, understand Model

John Guill is a registered architect & more recently honored
with Fellowship in CSI. In charge of our San Francisco Area
Office, John has more than 30 years of architectural &
engineering experience in a wide variety of civic, educational,
and institutional projects for various government agencies as
well as corporate & private clients.He utilizes his ever-
expanding technical knowledge and understanding to develop
proper construction specifications, identify proper building
materials/ products, and offer quality control/coordination
reviews of our client projects.His strong construction and
architectural background offer a professional perspective on
constructability and coordination issues to the Design team
while his experience with numerous project-delivery methods
and Building Information Modeling (BIM) are a resource for
non-traditional delivery and procurement methods plus
integrated project design.  He specializes in identifying and
resolving complex waterproofing and air barrier issues during
construction.



QA/ QC measures to reduce risk of water intrusion in
various window systems.

mock up testing (PMU) of curtain walls, storefronts, and
ribbon and punched windows. A key consideration to
water testing is tracing the leak path and determining that
the repair methodology fixes the underlying issue instead
of only acting as a temporary patch. This presentation will
also explain the parameters to get the most benefit of
mock-up and first install window testing as well as other

“Curtain Wall,

Storefront,

Ribbon, &

Punched

Window Leak

Case Studies”

investigations and
findingsfrom lab performance

This presentation covers the
different ways that window
systems can leak, including
case studies of field leak

Joe Piñon, M.S., P.E. (CA), RDH Building Science, has an
advanced degree in building science and has over 18-
years of experience on how buildings and facades
perform, both from his practical research and testing on
how walls get wet and dry, and from his design and
investigation experience. Joseph works with architects,
contractors, developers, and owners to help achieve cost
effective durable, water tight, and energy efficient building
enclosures. Joe has presented many of his published
works and best practices at conferences all over the
country and at client and manufacturer training sessions.



“Imperfect
Perforations”

Selected case studies in what
goes wrong when we creat
and (almost) intergrade
openings in our buildings -
Tragedies, Strategies, and
Remedies

Rod Calkum has over 20 years of experience in
construction, project management, and design for a
variety of projects including residential, commercial, and
institutional. As a designer, supervisor, and tradesman,
Rod has hands-on experience and direct knowledge of
details, standard practices, and practical difficulties in
specialty trades as well as the assembly and enclosure of
a broad range of building systems. He also has extensive
experience in investigation and management of
construction defects and property damage.  Mr. Calkum
has performed scores of investigations including
structural, building envelope, and mechanical failures. He
is skilled in the recognition of key investigation objects,

‘The Perils of Carving
up the Boxes We

Build’
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